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Hark how the bells, sweet silver bells all seem to say throw cares away. Christmas is here with all its cheer
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joy-ously singing, all caroling. Hark, how the bells, sweet silver bells all seem to say throw cares away.

Ding, Dong, Ding, Dong.

Christmas is here with all its cheer, joy-ously singing, all caroling. One seems to hear words of good cheer

Ding, Dong, Ding, Dong, Ding, Dong.

Ding, Dong, Ding, Dong, Ding, Dong.
from ev'ry-where, fill-ing the air. Oh how they pound rais-ing the sound o'er hill and dale tel-ling their tale.

See how the world is eag-er-ly hear-ing bells ring-ing hope and days with-out fear. Fa-lâ-la-

Hear them ring-ing, ring-ing
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Sing with a hope.  

Sing with a hope.  

Ding.  

Ring in a place for ev'ry tongue, nation and race.  

Ring in a place for ev'ry tongue, nation and race.  

Dong. Ding. Dong. Hear the bells ring!  

Hear the bells ring!